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Monday, November 23
Juniors
The %Yuman's Missionao, &deny
e
celebratian of the- itlernorial Baptist
Cheri
ly at the will meet at the church
scan
!y o'clock. _thirty o'clock.

Largest
Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County

Kentucky: Cloudy and cooler west. High 57 to 63 west.
cloudy with occasional rain
tonight and Sonday. Low tonight 38 to 45 west.
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('OM PACT DAY
make with them a -e-Ovenant."

This is the anniversary ...
that great day in history .
When little band of Pilgrim,
met ... Aboard a ship whom,
sails were set .. . To seek a
shore where they might find
. . . The freedom of the soul
They prayed there on the barque
▪ ; That C.od would, give to them
ro•last..and their own lawi‘iet
they signed their fame&,"ComJULIEN C. RYER

Churchill Funeral Home
W. Churchill, Owner
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MURRAY POPULATION - - - 1,000
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IS THREAT FROM RED CHINESE

Soldier Who Chose Communism
Is Happy To Be Back At Home

PRESIDENT IN TRIBUTE TO CANADA'S WAR DEAD

Attack Made On
Religion Bitterest
In History, Bishops
WASHINGTON, Nov. 21 RS —

I Claim Hold Three Soldiers
Who Want To Return To China

The Catholic bishops of the UnitBy TED LEWIS Jr.
United Press Staff Corespondent
WASHINGTON, Nov. 21, del—Cpl.
Edward Dickenson, the Virginia
mountain boy who rejected and
then chose repatriation in Korea,
ran into the arms of his Joyful
parents today and said "It's wonderful to be here."
"Bless the Lord," his mother
cried. "Bless .the sweet name of
Jesus, my son, my son"
His father, 73-year-old Van Buren Dickenson, broke into a wide
grin but said little. .11,ia sister,
Rose 17, stood shahking with excitement at his side—her head in
her hands, sobbing.
When the C-5.4 plane touched
down at nearby Andrews Air Force Base at 1 -40 am. EST it marked the end of a long journey from
Korea and a reunion of the Dickensons with their son after a separation of more than three years.
In the joy of the moment, the
family forgot about how the 72year-old soldier was one of 21
Americans who refused freedom
when Allied and Comunist prisoners were exchanged after the
Korean armistice
They murmured to each other
and posed Happily for photographers. They talked to reporters
about their plans to be together
again, to forget the pain that the
war brought.
Dickenson, with tears glistening
at the corners of his eyes, told
how he had put on 10 pounds since
he left his Communist captors. His
seemed to need a shave but lie
looked exceedingly fit in his ribboned uniform and garrison hat.
twang
he
the mountain
In
learned on his father's farm in
Cracker's Neck. Vi . he explained
that he wants to re-en/it in the
army because "I haven't seen
much of it yet"
But his mother said she wants
him to stay on the farm. "His
father is getting old and he's not
able to work any more at all,"
she said
--

Dickenson said recently that one
reason he first refused repatriation was that he had a "Dear
John" rejection letter from his
girl beck horhe He didn't know
today whether the letter still
stands. "It's up to her," he said.
After the happy meeting at the
airport, the corporal was whisked
away to the Army's Walter Reed
Hospital for a medical checkup
expected to last three or four days.
His parents followed in a taxi cab
for more chatting.
In an interview with the United
Press, they admitted that they
were deeply disappointed when
their boy first refused to come
home.
"It hurt me bad at first," said
Mrs Dickenson, "but I got to praying extra hard and it eased my
heart.
"Tye always felt that Edward
would come back" she said.

Billy Joe Grass
Is Promoted
ATLANTA, Ga.—Billy J. Grass,
son of Mr. and Mrs D. D. Grata,
Rt 5. Murray was recently promoted to Cadet 2nd Lt. in the
Ordnance Corps branch of the Army ROTC Unit at the Geongia
Institute of Technology
Grass is • student in Architen
ture

County Judge
Calls For
Seal Support

tack on religion "the bittez eat, the
bloodiest persecution in all history."
The bishops denounced
those
who "retreated to a polite neutralism" in the world struggle between the Roman Catholic Church
and Communism.
In a special statement, entitled
"Peter's Chains" and issued- at
their , annual meeting here, the
bishope declared that the Communist war on religion
is
waged
"against all who believe in God
and Christ, against all who dare
to claim for man the liberty of
the sons of God"
"Here is a story of epic nobility,
or unsurpassed human grandeur,
of deathless spiritual devotion,"
they said. "Our martyrs and confessors are the glory of the age
in which we live.
"Look where you will in Europe and in Asia," they said, "in
every land now shrouded in the
gloom of Communism, and you
will see the solid
phalanx
of
bishops., priests,
religious
and
faithfull, our modern martyrs and
confessors, gathered around
the
cross of Christ, the standard of
salystion—the one steaae
light
which still shines in the general
darkness.

DURING HIS VISIT TO OTTAWA, President Dwig'ot D. Eisenhower stops to place a wreath at the base of
the 70-foot National War Memorial to Canada's war dead. A Canadian sailor and a woman naval officer
form part of the guard of honor at the memorial. This is the first state visit President Eisenhower had made
(International Soundphoto)
to a foreign capital since he entered the White House in January,

Joe Williams 3312 Telephones Are In Use
Funeral Today In City Of Murray Today

In The Hot And Cold War
This Week's Balance Sheet

By PHIL NEWSON
Veiled Press Foreign News Editor
The week's balance sheet between the good and bad news in
the hot and cold wars:
The Good
I. With important hurdles still
to clear, the European Army plan
progress
this
made important
weak. The French Socialirt party,
largest single party in the French
Assembly, adopted a resolution
supporting European unity and a
The Socialists
European
Arrpy
acted under th0: goad of party Secretary General Guy Mollet. who
had warned in an exclusive United
Press Interview that French failure to ratify the army, plan could
Praising the "invaluable work" very well mean that the United
of the Calloway County Tubercu- States would go ahead and arm
losis Association In fiehting Tuber- West Germany independently.
2. Italian Premier Gulseppe Pelculosis in Calloway County, Judge
Waylon Rayburn made public to- la announced that Italy was willday a formal proclamation callinr ing to enter a five-power conferYugoslavia, France,
with
for "100 per cent generous sup- ence
port" of the 1953 Christmas Seal Britain and the United States on
the future of the free territory of
Sale
WHEREAS, it is the purpose of Trieste He said he still considered
the residents Of Calloway County the US and British proposal to
to make this a better place in turn the territory's Zone A. inwhich to live and work and bring cluding the port city of Trieste,
over to Italy as binding, but for
up their children.
WHEREAS, disease, with the the first time he did not specify
physical and emotional suffering conditions for Italian participation
Yugoslavia s
and economical loss it always In the conference
brings, is a constant enemy of our Marsha) Tito already has declared
he would not oppose Italy's taking
citizens.
WHEREAS, tuberculosis Is the over of the port city, providing
number one killer among infecti- other conditions are met.
3. Pakistan indicated she would
ous diseases and tragically affects
be willing to grant the United
the laes of many among us,
WHEREAS, tuberculosis attacks States use of military bases in reup
115,000 new victims every year turn for U.S. aid In building
WashTrigtorl,
and causes one death out of every her armed forces In
U.S. was
37, even though it can be prevent- it was confirmed that the
considering a military agreement
ed and can be cured, and,
WHEREAS, the Calloway County with Pakistan, which always has
Tuberculosis Association is a vol- been friendly with the West.
The Bad
of publicuntary organization
1. Despite British Prime Minisspirited citizens devoted to the
announctask of fighting tuberculosis in ter Winston Churchhill's
continue
to
determination
ed
this county.
THEREFORE., I, as Judge of working toward a big-power meetCallodray County do urge every ing with Russia, it generally was
this
citizen to invest in a better future agreed in Western capitals
unacceptable
for this community by buying and week that the latest
pro- note from Moscow was proof that
using Christmas Seals, the
intention of
ceeds from which constitute the the Kremlin has no
sole support of the association's working to ease world tension or
seriously.
negotiating
even
of
year-round activities.
Western diplomats believed that
Waylon Rayburn
Communist insistence on linking
Judge. Calloway County
European problems with thede of
the Far East made any agreement
AMBITIOUS
MARYSVILLE, Calif la -Police cut of the quegtion
2 The United States commander
searched today for a man who ap•
parently had an ambition to 1111 in Berlin, Mai Gen. Thomas 8
the shoes of Mayor Gavin Man- Tinaberman. loosed one of the
the
dery. The mayor's shoes were sharpest attacks yet against
He
stolen from a downtown shoe Soviet Last German regime.
accused the Reds of unleashing a
shine stand.

PANMUNJOM, Korea, Nov. 21
threatened
(1B—The Communists
the United Nations Command with
"serious consequences" today if it
refuses to hand back three fugiKorean
giorth
tives from the
army.

ed States today called Russia's at-

Joe
away

Williams. age 70. Penni
at the Murray Hospital
Thursday at 8 45 pm His death
was attributed to complications
arising from an illness of twe
weeks.

"wave of terror" to break antiRed resistance. He said the drive
against alleged spies, saboteurs
and terrorists actually was directed against persons opposed to the
government, and constituted "recognition" by the Reds that 'parsive resistance of the ponulation
has not been broken" He said
American officials "see no early
end to the present wave of terror."
3
Communist stalling tactics
finally forced the Indian chairman
of the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission in Korea te suspend indefinitely the "explanations" designed to persuade nonrepatriated ,,war prisoners to go
home. The suspension may make
impossible talks with 22 Americana who have said they want to
remain with the Reds

He is sur-ived by his wife Mrs.
Hilda Williams of Murray Route
six; a daughter-in-law, Wanda Williams of Washington, D. C.: one
son, Paul 'Williams of Washirtston,
D. C.; three Sisters. Mrs. J. A.
Brown, Mrs. G. I. Orr and Mrs.
Harry Marcus all of Paris, Tennessee: three half sisters, Mrs. Rias
Goforth. of Paducah. Mrs. Otis
Williams of Detroit. and Mrs.
Stanley Williams of Paris, Tenn.

1

He was a member of the First
Christian Church of Paris, Tennessee. The funeral will be held at
the Friendship Church of Christ
at 3:00 p.m. today with Bro. John
Brinn officiating. Burial will be n
the Frendship cemetery.
The Max H Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.

As the nation observed the he- Craig, President of the American
stallation of its 50.000,000th tele- Telephone and Telegraph Comphone, a total of 3,312 telephones pany, and Warren B Clay, Presiwere in service in Murray, Oliie dent of the United States IndeBrown. Manager of the Southern pendent
Telephone
Association.
Bell Telephone Company revealed •Mr. Brown pointed out that addihere. Kentucky has 491.395 of the tions to Kentucky's telephone sysUSA's telephones. including 374,- tem are a barometer of progress
050 Southern Bell Telephones and in the state and the South as a
117.345 operated by 102 other tele- whole. "Since
1945." he said.
phone companies in the State.
"Southern Bell Telephones throughout. Dixie have more than dou°Telergiolie progreos here in
bled, reflecting a great surge of
Murray is symbolic of communibusiness, industrial and agriculcations progress throuehout the
tural activity throughout this secnation," Mr. Brown said. "The
tion of the country Southern Ball
number of telephones here has
and independent companies, workmore than doubled since 1945, and
ing in close cooperation, have hatt
the number continues to increase.
an important part in the developThe heavy demand for more telement of the commercial, industphone service that we have exrial and agricultural South, he
perienced in Kentucky and Mursaid.
ray has been felt throughout the
"Since 1876. when the telephone
natii .."
was invented," Mr Brown said.
Presentation of the symbolic 50, "the history of the telephone in
000,000th telephone to President America has been one of great
Eisenhower as head of the nation strides forward. In 1899, the nation
was made at Washington Novem- reached its first million telephones.
ber 18, by the American telephone In 1914, America's telephones totalCleo ed 10,000,000" America, first naby
industry, represented
tion to achieve 50.000,000 telephones, now has one telephone
for each three persons, while the
average of the rest of the world
i3 one telephone for 65 persons.
More people share in the ownership of the telephone industry
than in any business in the world.
the Bell System having well over
ped the ball only 27 times, losing 1.250.000 owners.

Kentucky Ruled One Touchdown Favorite As
They Meet Tennessee Today At Lexington
LEXINGTON nil—Kentucky still
ruled a one touchdown favorite as
the Wildcats took their last warmup session before facing a veteran, opportunity-grabbing -*Tennessee team today in a battle for a
bowl bid and the first victory
over the vols in 18 years.
Probably starting lineups announced today showed that Tennessee will open with eight seniors
in the lineup, plus a junior and
two sophomores.
Kentucky will line up for the
kickoff at 1:30 p.m. cat. with only
five seniors, two juniors and four
sophomores.
Winding up their collegiate football careers before a homecoming cmwd of perhaps 38.000, plus
probably another 1,000.000 or so
television viewers, will be these
Kentucky seniors:
and
Tommy
Adkine
Center
co-captains:
guard Correll, the
backs Steve Mellinger, Joe Platt,
Ralph Paolone, Herb Hurt, Miles
Lou
Willard, Tom Fillion and
Kariba; and Jim Proffitt, and
linesmen Jim Schenk and Tom
Harper
Adkins, Correll Meitinget, Paolone and Platt are the probable
starters from that group while
most and maybe all of ths others
will see action.
Tennessee went through its 11nal limbering-up drill on home

soil at Knoxville yesterday afternoon, then 'boarded a train to
arrive here this morning.
Kentucky rooters in this gailyconvinced
decorated town were
their team is superior. .man for
man as a group, to the orangeshirted Tennesseans. But long, bitter years of frustration in this
hard-fought though one-sided series compelled many to tack onto
their optimistic predictiens, "unless something happens, like it always does
to
They could well afford
worry, for the season record shows
the Volunteers to lie -The eame
type of smart, ballhawking opportunists that Tennessee always
brings to town.
Harvey Robinson in his first
year as head coach has continued
the Gen. Bob Neyland tradition
that if Tennessee can't beat you
one way, it will do it another . . .
by recovering fumbles, kicking
field goals, or whatever it takes.
So far this season, Tennessee has
fumbled only' 16 times in eight
games, and lost only nine of those
bobble's. Its opponents. however,
have fumbled 38 times and Tennessee has recovered 17 of- those
fumbles.
Kentucky's record in this department is not as sparkling The
'Cats have fumbled :i9 times in
nine games, losing 21 of them.
Kentucky opponents have drop-

but 13 of them.
Those figures reflect the different styles of play of the tan',
teams: Kentucky, with its spi L spectacular
attack, features
T
latent].
handoffs. pitchouts and
passes. Furthermore, the ball carrier is often either at the line of
scrimmage or even beyond before
the ball is handed to him.
Tennessee's single-wing, on the
other hand, is basically more simple. On- most plays the ball is
snapped directly to the fullbaek
or tailback, who either bucks into
the line Or 'taket off aroond end
behind a whole platoon of blockers. Any ball-hapdling is done in
comparative safety, several yards
behind the scrimmage line. Hence,
fewer fumbles.Tennessee pornes to Lexington
with a record of five victories,
two defeats and a tie. The Vols
lost their first two games to Mississippi State and Duke: whipped
Chattanooga, tied Alabama, and
since then have beaten Louisville,
North Carolina, Louisiana State
and IFloricla in order.
Kentucky also lost its first two
games, to Texas A & M. and Mississippi: then beat Florida. tied
Louisiana State, and whipped Mississippi
State, Villanova, Rice,
Vanderbilt and Memphis State in
order, for, a total of of six victories, two defeats and a tie.

Southern Bell
Delivers Large
Tax Payment
One of the largest tax payment
checks received by the state of
Kentucky in payment of 1952
ad valcrem taxes was delivered to
Sheriff Wayne Flore%Callov.'ay
County, Kentucky, today from the
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company.
The payment totaled $5349.82,
and was delivered by Southern
Bell manager 011ie Brown.
Southern Bell is one of Kentucky's largest tax payers. Today's
check is part of an estimated $1 000.000 tax bill to be paid by
Southern Bell to the state of Kentucky and to 'the counties and
municipalities, therein, for the
year of 1953, exclusive of income,
social security and.excise tax paymerits to the Federal Government.
HELP WANTED
DALLAS, Tex. ell—A two-man
police squad begged meekly for
help early today. The, harried officers radioed headquarters: "We've
got 30 crap-shooters rounded up
and are trying to hold them."
They managed to hang on until
help arrived.

In another action affecting prisoners, the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission postponed indefinitely a decision on whether
captives who have rejected Communism should be separated from
those awaiting interviews by Red
persuaders.
The postponement eased fears of
observers that the Saturday meeting of the five-nation commission
would end with a permanent walk
out by Communist members and
scuttle the pr'aoner interview program.

Gen. Lee Sang Cho, chief Red
delegate to the Military Armistice
Commission, charged that Ameridecan MP's deliberately were
fled
taining the soldiers who
across the neutral zone last Thursday night.
Lee told Maj. Gen, J. K Lacey,
A Polish
delegate demanded
chief UNC delegate, the Allies
earlier this week that prisoners
must shoulder the "serious conserefusing to return to Communism
quences that inevitably will fo/should be segregated from those
low" if the soldiers are not rewho have not faced
Communist
leased.
lecturers.
The soldiers told ,Allied newsmen following their flight to free-, For the second straight day, the
dam that they were South Ko- sulking Communists did not go
captured through any motions-, to resume
reans who had been
early in the war and put in North explanations to prisoners, ObservKorean army labor" battalions.
ers believed they were awaiting
But Lee insisted the men were a ruling on the segregation issue.
members of the North Korean army who were 'being forcibly detained by the UNC.
Lacey invited the Reds to hold
an open investigation in the presence of the soldiers but Lee refused.
The funeral of W. C. F• lora was
The Communists also attemptheld last Sunday at the Locust
ed to force ambulatory patients in
Grove Baotist Church with Rev.
the Indians' prisoner hospital to
Buron Richerson and Rev. Wigparade before neutral inspectors
genton officiating.
investigating "the murder" of ChiBurial was in the Hicks cemenese and North Koreans in the tery in Stewart
County, Tennessee.
compounds.
Mr. Flora passed away at the MurWhen the prisoner-patients re- ray Hospital last Friday at the age
fused to' asepear in the "police of 87 He was to liave been 88 on
line-up," the Neutral Nations Re- November le. He had been in Ill
patriation Commission called off health for some time.
the investigation.
Mr Flora lived at the home of
'The prisoners, accused of being his daughter, Mrs B B. Nunn at
"Allied agents,- re-fused to leave 1411 Poplar street in Murray. Surtheir living quarters and shouted vivors include his dau,hter; foto
for
an sons W. P. and B. G. of St. Louia
anti-Communist slogans
hour.
James of Akron. Ohio and G.
A North Korean who recently of St. Louis He also had sixteen
Communism
accomto
returned
grandchildren aid several great
panied the neutral inspectors to grandchildren.
the hospital to identify the soThe funeral was in charge of the
called "agents" who he said had Milligan and Ridgeway Funeral
Home of Paris, Tennessee.
killed four prisoners.

Local Resident's
Funeral Sunday

Camp Fund Raising Campaign
Is Now In Progress Here
A state wide fund raising campaign is now in progress to raiae
$250.000 for the purpose of completing the PTA I.eadership Training Center located at Hardinsburg
Kentucky.
With donations from CaPoway
County ETA chapters. along with
other chapters throughout the state
the Future Farmers bought the
100-acre educational center themselves from the Civilian Conservation Corps in 1937. The OCC barracks and other buildings. over 20
years old and in poor condition,
are still being used. These facilities are now entirely enadequ•te
The barracks, kitchen, and dining
hall must be replaced to keep the
leadership training program going.
Other improvements needed include an administration building,
bath house, furnishings for buildings, a camp director's residence,
a sewer system, and a building
where farm shop skills and machinery -maintenance can be taught.
The FFilt center will provide all
youth, your son included, a place
where educational ginciups can asHere rural'
,youths can
semble
meet for the purpose of developing compentent agricultural leadership in their community, state
Here they receive
and nation
training fOr useful citizenship. In
a healthful, distraction free sett
ins, young minds can grasp the
training in public speaking, farm
mechanics, parliamentary procedure, committee work, and in such
special interest work as photography, archery and marksmanship.
The Center will have a conserfarm
where
laboratory
vation
youth can learn forestry, soil and
water conservation measures and
proper wilt life management.
But all's not ti.Tirk at the camp—
recreation
organized
wholesome
takes up part of the day SWIMTing in the camp's new $40,000

swimming pool, which was built
by Future Farmers, provides a
wholesome break in the days activities
Starting Monday November 23rd,
Future Farmers from Almo, Hazel,
Kirksey, Lynn Grove. and Murtay
chapters will be calling on their
cements and neighbors for contributions to raise the county's quota
of $3,00 The collected amount of
$11 80 per Future Farmer will put
Calloway County over the top.
All who contribute from $5 to
$1,000 will have their names listed
with their county's contributors
under the amounts which will be
divided into 9 categories. Divisions
of the amounts are as follows: $1,000. $500, $100. $50, $20. M. $10,
and f3 which can be distributed
over a 5 year period of time The
complete list of donors, by counties, will be engraved on an attractive permanent plaque placed
In the new Administration Building.
It is estimated that not less than
1.000.000 young people and adults
will Visit the camp and view the
list of donors within the next
10 years.
Individuals
contributing
less
than $5 will be recognized by having their names, listed by counties,
in a beautiful bound booklet that
will be placed in the new administration building.
When you are asked to help,
t:emember the PTA program pays
hie dividends to rural youth. to
Calloway county and Kentucky,
to business, and to industry. Yon,
too can become a founder of this
Center by making "an investment
In youth" The future of Calloway
county and Kentucky is in their
hands—their future is in YOUR
hands Won't won help.
Mayor George Hart is Calloway
County Chairman.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

Hon

Mrs N Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
home
the it A —
THE IcENTrexT PRESS ASSOCIATION
rnan's 7 NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO. 1368
s
vice
By H. C. Chiles
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn: 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
gg Ave, Chicago; -80 Bolyston St. Boston.
held
CHRISTIAN COMPASSION FOR
A NEEDY WORLD
The ei SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per
This lesson presents one of the
else$3
per
counties,
In
month
year,
and
50;
95c
Calloway
or
adjoining
teree
great needs of humanity today,
Meet • where, 16.50.
which is that of a fellow-feeling
We reserve the right to reject any Advert-sing. Letters to the Editor, for others. Chrietians should have
Mr
or Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest such a love for and sympathy with
— of our readers.
others that they would be moved
who
in their innermost beings when
ed a
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1953
they observe their conditions and
needs.
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m TODAY'S SPORTS PARADE
a

St
RI

Reg US Pa! Off
By OS( AR FRALEY
United Press Sparta Writer

'Irn NEW YORK Nov. 21. I2—The
.0.1344 Ten votes Sunday on its Rose
Bowl representaeve and only a
ftdesire to keep Michigan State "in
• its place" apparently would give
h the nod to Illinois
On the surface there would seem
lit° be little question but what fhe
°honor should go to Michigan State.
- It has a better overall record than
Illinois. the Illini have been to the
t/Rose Bowl twice and Michigan
r State has refused bowl. bids for
three straight seasons white weaning to become a full-fledged memthis will
ejber of the conference
show how big—or little—the Big
Ten is.

_
d

"How come." snapped Andros,
'you guys keep losing rey„ pants'
They're a lathed Mitt tdgeer than
that football!"
r..
Mister Gus, a promising twoyear-yid race horse, looked like a
real corner when he ran the fastest
six furlongs of the year in les
class But the eolr- didn't develop
because he wouldn't eat. As a last
reaortewhile he is at Hialeah this
winter.' hay will be shipped to !urn
in Florida from the Virginia farm
where he was foaled and raised...
sounds like a lot or alfalfa.
ox lieted a
The Boston Red
handful of players who receiv
salary increases but strangely ebsent from the 1:st was workhorse
Ellis Kinder, who had a 10-6 recerd for 80 games t. and in tne relief man department, Jim Kenstanty. hero of the Phalle& 1950
pennant victory, is reported or. the
block along with Edda- Waitkus
and Willie Jones.

The New Work Yankees are be4.ing deluged with offers tor Vic
"Power, the Kansas City 6ret baseWman who is the Ann Negro to be
brought up for a chance oh the
world
.champions
Washiegtea.
Clevelead and the White Sox are
‘
Skiing is one of the fastest
Bparucularly- interested — but the
growing sports in the nation, just
13Yaeks need help at first, too.
in case yen hadn't noticed. Fifteen
IT Dee Arairus. arstant football years ago there were only 100.000
Kansas. weighs tie participants. This year there will
at
p coach
e pounds and he was perturbed be 4-rrellion according to Son Valthat
'when the local cleaning establoh- ley's Sigi Engl The reason is
eisr.ent lust a pair of his trutesers. 15 years ago there were only 29
areas in
--Going into the shop. he was brou- relatively accessible ski
than
eight up short when the owner ask- America. Now there are :more
30U.. another reason is the hot
ed
which
"How come you guys keep fum- toddy :appreciation period
leth hole.
n.atcr..
bling the bell'•
•
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HER 2 CHILDREN FOUND DEAD

Builders To
Build Their
Own Home

la. CMar
In keeping with' his custom of
ing things in an orderly mannes,
,ist:tommanded the vast multi'lode to sit down. As soon as they
were seated, the Lord Jesus took
the. loaves and the fishes, gave
thanks for them, multiplied them
and gave them to the disciples.
who passed them on to the inteigry
multitude. He could have fed the
multitude without the assistance
of His disciples, but He preferred
to use them in the accomplishment
of this glorious task. After the appetites „of the four thousand had
been satisfied completely. seven
baskets full of food,remained.
That was just like the Lord Jesus to bless and multiply the little
that was given to Him until it was
abundantly sufficient for the whole
multitude. It was His corepaesion
for the needy that constrained Him
to feed those thousands in subhe a
miraculous manner. It was the
same compassion "ich was drawing Him to the cross where He
was tp Make perfect provision for
their spiritual needs. Ite performed that miracle not orals- to.aliniss:.
ter to their physical needs but
also to teach them some vital
spiritual truths and thereby meet
the needs of their souls. •
This incident certainly 'suggests
the abundance of His marvelous
grace. As He was sufficient for
their ptiesical needs. He is equally
so for all of our temporal and
spiritual needs., If we will onls:
yield to Him our personalities. 0•_:r
possessions and our plans. He will
bless and use us far beyond our
fondest expectations. Regardless of
its limitations. He will use every
life that is fully yielded to Him.
Let us 'place our all in His hands
to use as He sees best.

By 11.11131AN W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correasiondent
-WASHINGTON 11 -The people
who tell others how to build wonderful homes are about to build

g

one of their own,
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MATTHEW 9135-36
Harold Riddle put in ambulance
Edward R. ogosen, bullet in
In spite of the oppoeition .of the
by attendant James OWP11114
oeck with Other B E. %lc( hire.
leaders in Iarael. Christ proceeded
on a circuit around Galilee. With
a great love for people. Be went
into the villages and cities where
there were many of them. In their
the world.
'o•sir
midst He- engaged in a three-fold
Well. I think my colleagues w• ill
ministry of teaching, preaching
twee with me when I say the
and healing.
working newspaperman gets the
multitudes followeci
Confused
wiggles when he has to work in
Christ as He went from place to
fancy surroundings. Rugs en the
place. teaching in the synagogues,
floor, curtains on the wincluv..i.
preaching the gospel of the kingWorse, I get it from one builddom and healing all kinds'of_iser's mouth, there is the horriole
eases. Being like sheep without a
suggestion of silent electric typeshepherd, they presented such a
writers. A man who is used to
picture of distress that Christ was
putting one little word after the
moved with compassion toward
other in the'midst of bedlam nevthem. Have our eyes been anointer woold be happy in complete
eceso that we can we the shepsilence.
herdleas flocks, and have our
My first suggestion would be
hearts been touched to the extent
that the builders make some sound
that we have been moved by the
recordings of city room noises, and
vision"
keep 'same going gwhenever theme
This word "compassion" is such
are -men at work. A city editor's
an expressive one. It is more than
voice giving a re-write man the
pity or mercy. It means the going
old what-for. The awkward clomp
out of the inmost soul of the Saviof ,an office Poe, racing to temour in tender love and earnest
a 'bunch of copy off the machine.,
longing for the salvation of lost
and the sound of the teletype
souls. This is one of the great
hitting it off at 60 or so words a
needs in the lives of present-day
minute.
Christians. Is your heart moved
, The room ought to be ,round
with coniparsion as you see the
with a pretty blonde slain:, in
unsaved all about you' What are
each "corner." A man at wore has
you doing to help them to become
to have some relaxation between
KENTCCKY PLANS
reconciled to God?
paragraphs'4-e
Our Lord certainly wants us to TO OBSERN'E 4-11
There should be no rugs and
have a kindred compassion fish the ACHIEVEMENT DIkY
the floor should be littered with
millions around the
Christless
yesterday's newspapers and -false
Figures oh 4-H club accompliZe
world. And He clearly indicates
starts from the typewriters. Again,
completed
been
not
er.ents have
two very practical ways in which
certainly
tt.eee .should be lepewetters which
rHt(11117M
111.11
year. but for last year some
we may express this compassion. this
lie:mid make noises like typewritwasn't on the stage at the
were—
results
prayof
that
is
ways
these
One of
ers.
Metropolitan /Opera's opening
Food projects. including cooking
er---Pray ye therefore the Lord
night in New York. this ptipto
and
girls
9.436
meals,
serving
send
will
He
and
of the harvest. that
of Marguerite Plum as a spec•
forth laborers into his harvest." 126 boys.
(international)
tator Droves.
and
girls
4,857
preservation,
for
going.
Food
Another way is that of
203.619
canned
lafor
who
29 boys,
we cannot pray sincerely
borers to be sent forth unites we quarts and froze 31,557 quarts of
are willing to be among those vegetables, fruits and meats.
who are sent, as the Lord wills.
Clothing ir.akitiir. 24.683 girls.
Let as yield ourselves to Him for
Housekeeping. 4.049 stirl•
SATURDAY ONLY
this purpose. saying with Isaiah,
Corn, 2.714 members, growing
Double Feature
-Here am' I: send me."
3.694 acres.
"THE LADY SAYS NO!"
MARK 1.32-34
Tobacco. 5.021 members and 2.Whole Christ Jesus was in the 368 acres.
Starring Joan Caulfield and
synagogue at Capernaum. a deChickens, 4.647 members, ownDavid Niven
mon-possessed man came into the ing 247.012 birds.
KIDNAP-MURDERERS Bonnie Brown Heady aria Cart Austin Hall
PLUS
in
their
of
a
trial
for
into
session
led
court
are
Kansas
(upper)
tranquility of that place of wormilkmembers,
Dairying. 3.268
The Cico Kid in
ship. The Master commanded the ing 4.178 cows.
City, Mo. Below are members of all-male jury which must decide
"SATAN'S CRADLE"
whether to recommend a gas chamber death for them for kidevil spirit to come out of him. and
Beef, 2.912 members, rising 3.the demon did so. *much against 372 animals.
naping and killieg Bobby Greenlease. (international eovieinhotos)
his will Naturally the people were
1111.0.1.1111.1.
amazed at ChrisOs power to cast
cut demons.
Those who witnessed the miraclo
in the synagogue returned to their
homes. During the day multitudes
heard about the miracle. The
manifestation of Christ's power
ever demons stirred many with the
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
hope that He would do. for their
"TROPIC ZONE"
were
friends
who
and
loved ones
In Technicolor
He
believed
they
afflicted, what
Starring
York
Ronald Reagan and
New
WICKS,
H.
ARTHUR
ended
which
could do. At sunset,
state wrists majority leader, Is Rhonda Fleming
the Sabbath, the inhabitantc
shown In Albany, N. Y., as he
Capernaum and the surrounding
told reporters, No amount of SUNDAY and
i.rea brought the _sick and clemoo,
MONDAY
persuasion (by GOP leaden)
possessed to Cherist in large num"ISLAND OF DESIRE"
my
me
will
mind"
make
change
bers: And He did somethint for
,
in technicolor
ationt making a finish fight
all of them. Neither demon nor
Starring
Linda Darnell with
Thomas
against
Gov.
DewE.
disease were able to resist Him.
ey's ouster move against hint
Tab Hunter and Donald
cured the ailments of all ehrist
The ouster move resulted front
Gray
will always do something for those •
Wicks' edemas to In prtsoned la- LAST
wbo come to rtm or for threie who
SHOW OF SEASON
bor
leader
Joe
Fay
at
Sing
are brought to him. Khatever the
Bing prison.
(Intireattonel)
need, He is able to supply IL `.
In passing, it is interestinato
note that Christ refused to allow
the demons to declare His identity.
This is another evidence of the
fact that He counts cm His followers to witness for Him. He accepts
An Inspector looks through magnifying glass at color-dot structure_
and blesses the testimony of only
What she secs is shown enlarged on tri-color pattern at left.,
.eose who follow Him.
MARK 81-9
fn
This incident described h::•r,
should warm our hearts. for what
a . revelation it is of the 'tender
compassion with our blessed Saviour regards the sinful human rice.
and of both His willingnees and
His ability to meet our-needs and
to satisfj, the Ilegtings of our Nis
At the tirre Christ Jesus •7a.
seeking a quiet place in which to
Instruct His disciple's More effectively. the crowds continued to
follow Him. Deubtless many cf
:
tiler/ did so out of mere moraine,
neveriliMess. they remained with
Him When He saw their great
and numerous needs He was mnved with compawsion for the multitudP
Some might that they were very
unwise to leave their home.; for
three days without sufficient- food.
Unwilling to send the crowds
away without somethine to eat.
(eats negative of a shadow mask Is inspected.
lei-rotor fuhes receive aeries of leafs. In Ibis
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FILE INTO COURT IN KANSAS CITY

Finish_ Fight
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A Latin Moon Casts Its Spell
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In fact the National Association
of Home Builders already has
broken sod here for a national
headquarters edifice. The association also has its neck out. It has
solicited the press for instructions self.
And as for the lady reportcrs,
on how to build the perfect press
bless 'em: build another room
room.
hall.
I am about to reply to the latter. down the
This, I understand will be a
plush building with the best in
construction, the best in the aircooling department, the supreme
in decoration. Plus, the ii-dilders
hope, the spiffiest press room in

MAKING COLOR W WHICH WON'T NIX PRESENT SETS

pond near their home
HER TWO CHILDREN found dead in a big farm
by two
in Framingham. Maas., Mrs Dora Gilmore, 42, Is cor.soled
auxiliary policewomen, Adele Maloney (left) and Pauline Dunn
been
(right). The children. Thomas. 8, and Carol Ann, 7, had
(international Sounalphoto)
missing wince Nov 8
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And as for the lady reporters,
less 'ern: build another room
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Giitter Off Stacie
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TNE LEDGER & TIME. MURRAY, KENTUCKY
hunter prefers.
5. All hunters will be required
to have the proper Kentucky
hunting license.

FOR SALE - THREE BEDROOM FOR SALE-COLLIE PUPS. SEE
and Wildlife Service and the Kenhome. Two baths. Hard surface Milford Orr, third house past "95"
tucky Department of Fisa end
street near high school. Almost Drive-In theatre.
role
Wildlife Resources to open thot
acre
of
land all in city. G.I. Loan
portion of the refuge lying west
it SALE-POOL TABLE, IN
of the Dividing Ridge Road exed condition. Ten cues, balls, transferable. If interested phone
n21 p
tending from U.S. Highway 68
alcs: full equipment. $75.00. Call 1597.
north to Moss Creek Ferry. Road.
6. First gets it.
1124c
The entire boundary of the area
FOR SALE-14 HEAD CATTLE NOTICE- MEMisERS OF PARIS
open to hunting will be clearly
'0 USED BOYS SUITS, GOOD registered, 4 cows with calves, 9 Road Homemakers Club will take I
posted to' avoid any misunder,ndition. Sizes for 15-16-17 year heifers
mos. to 2 yrs.), 1 bull.- orders for bakery goods includ-1
standing, The following conditions
d boys.-Call 6594-1 after 6:00 Sell cheap.-Bob Morton, Lynn ins corn light bread for Thanksgiving until November 24. Will
A controlled raccoon and opor- and restrictions will apply for
in
n.23p Grove.
n2lp
delieer. Call Mrs. Elmer Collios, sum hunt will be held on the those wLhing to participate in the
954-J-3, or Mrs. Hill Gardner, 95a- Kentucky
Woodlands
National controlled hunt:
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
1. Checking stations will be esR-4.
itSic Wildlife Refuge from November
PUZZLE
30th to December 12th both dates tablished at conspicuous ponits
AC ROSS
MI-Pulverised rock
WE
WASHING
MAREPAIR
W!!= alOOMEA
inclusive with the exceptioo of from Highway 68 to Moss Creek
34-Organ of
gWIIIUMU MOMOMT
Reit igerators,
Ranges,
climes,
hearing
1 Part of circle
Ferry Road where hunters will
Sunday.
IIIOM =OOP MOO
4-Ldible flab
115-timall amounts
Waffle Irons, Toasters, Vacuum
Refuge Manager, Frederick A. be required to check in and out.
37-Near
1--Tzp of head
OWOMOOM 00
Irons,
Mixers,
Electric
Cleaners,
12-Sleadow
33-12zplosiv•
MUM ROM MORO
Cunningham,
announced
today Hunters must check out at the
t3-l...11ble root
Heaters, etc.-CROSSLAND AP- thel, plans have been developed point of entry.
WMOEMM =QOM
35-Widgeon
-S, nil-precious
Al. NI•
WOM
40-1Inthinking
PLIANCE SERVICE, off Maple and approved by the U.S. Fish
42-Rhythm
16-Females
2. Registeration of hunters will
OWOOM 14MMIRO
N21c
on 7th. Ph. 1412.
46-Being
I. olloq.)
NOM ORO OORM
begin at 5:00 p.m., the hunting get48-Bellow
27-Work
UM PINUMOOM WO
CARD OF THANKS
45-Chestnut
consisting of
FOR PAPERING SEE P. C. RICHting underway at 6: p.m., with
speckled with
late
00N 00UMO
We want to thank our friends hunters required to take up their
Orson at Kirksey, Ky. or call MurFray
re--Piece for
MMOWNTURAUWA
60-Tumult
combat
ray 946-W-1.
n2ip and neighbors for their help and dogs at 11:00 p.m. and checking
52-Pose for
OtIOPY4
II-Enticed
comfort during the illness and out by midnight.
portrait
:2 Bows
53-Jerk (cotioq.)
21-4-lefty*
death of our Dad and Grandfather,
3. No firearms or axes will be
3-Orderly list
14-Slays
25--A otat• (abbr.)
4-Saint (abbr.)
66-Bitter vetch
W. C. Flora, also we thank Dr. permitted.
se-airman slave
-Man's
6
who befriended
nickname
Hugh Houston and the nurses for
4. Hunters will be allowed.. to
DOWN
?ton
4-Sea in Asia
30-Land measure
their faithfulness toward him, also take raccoon and opossum dead
FOR
ROOMS
RENT-REGULAR
7-0fftcfal
papers
11-011atr
1--Reawee41 plant
8-Strength
2-11ind part
roon.ers. Single $5.00 per week, for Bro, Richerson and Bro. Wigg- or alive. Those taken alive can he
f3-liurried
8--rootless
double $7.00 per week. Apply at inton, song leader and pianist for contributed to the State's restock16-Sailor
0
1 0 •
Beale Hotel,
112.3c their service. Our the nice floral ing project or liberated by the
U-Antlered
offering. May God bless you all. _ successful hunter in this county
animal
L
16-Force air with
FOR RENT - SMALL PARTLY
Children and Grandchhildron in which he"1T,'Mheverihe
.
violence
furnished apartment. Heat end
4
through nose
4
9
g
13-1-'erts of timt
utilities furnished.--Call 909 day
Answer to Yesterday's Puts
-4I
20-Fuss
A
n2lp
and 49-W night.
21-Sacred writing
7.'s
25-4'orn bread
29-Subststing on
ACROSS
5 IS
26-Total•
FOR ,RENT-3 HOUSES, TWO IN
prey
27-On the ocean
30-iteal estate
1-Male deer
s
rr/
/
211-Tidy
city, well located. One about 4
31-Prefix: not
6-Manuscripts
25-Latvian coin
miles from town. Murray Lahd
33-Certain
(abbr.)
30-Bearing a
14-Fatherhood
1-Pain
V/ ea
V,Is
raceme
s
Company, W. C. Hays, office phone
37--Small lard
12-EtiNrr In
13-Reoff
- 1
4
38-Dioembodied
Germany
1124c
1062, home phone 5474
35-Look sullen
.7
to
spirit
ters
So
35-- Han loh
39-Stupid peroon
ayktiowledging
division
41-Pertaining
a debt
33-Misch i.voua
to air
14-Se, I uded
act
44-Store in a silo
valley
40-Edible seed
hi WS
15--Gaming cubes
47-Those provided
41-4 ioddess of
UPBUY-SMALL
TO
WANTED
with meals
discord
16-Small closet
and io
right.tued piano.-Phone 1390-J.
43-Couple
1s-1.ayers of rock
111--eseores
44-Worthless
n23c
20-Tufts of
leavings
Si ''''S2
es
feathers
DOWN
46-Rob
62-Singing voice
_
- USED BABY BEE3
WANTED
kiwi
31-Greek letter 44-Brown
SS
63-...Wife of
ci
1-Devices for
47-Vast age
22-Narrow
1078call
Please
mattress.
without
Geraint
carrying bricks
opening
1 61-14vmto.1 for
3-11inl entrance
tellewum
54-Declare
Patt. 0••=1 ritelto•
1111-in4oneslan
3-Cowardly
99-Roman data
tribe-amen
4-Ilanille

FOR SALE

Nana

Controlled
I Hunt Being
pi
anned

ROSSWORD

FOR RENT

Irv., ,,

4., ,.

16/2.svi ,

6. The building of warming fires
will be permitted only in the vicinity of contact stations where
they will be under the control
and extinguished by Refuge personnel at the close of each night's
hunt,
it is further stated that due to
the restrictions necessary to conduct the hunt within a National
Wildlife Refuge no bag limits will
be imposed as it is generally felt
that the restrictions themselves
will serve as a control on the
number of animals taken. It is
hoped that the sportsmen will use
this opportunity to obtain live
animals for restocking in their
own vicinity rather than attempting to indulge in an excessive kill.
To expedite the checking operations it is suogested that cacti
hunting party present their license
in a group including the number
of dogs involved in the party
rather than check in as individuals.

•

Pictured above is the Parent-Teacher Association entry in the homecoming parade of the Murray High
School on October 30. The car was decorated with posters asking each person to vote for the school amendment
change in the' election November 2. The officials of
the PTA have expressed their appreciation to the public
for the overwhelming majority in favor of the amendREGISTER NOW!
for $1503.00 in Prizes to ment change. Shown in the picture left to right are
Mrs. Gail Cordrey, secretary, Mrs. T. C. Collie, publicity
be given away by
chnirman, Mrs. Carney Andrus, and Mrs. Tom Crider,
Murray Merchants
president.
NO OBLIGATION

HOME TO MAKE HIS SPY CASE BROADCAST

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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emit car Lei nly
%la
wasn't on the stage at the
Metropolitan Opera's opening
mght in New York. this photo
of Marguerite Piazza as a spectator Droves.
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SATURDAY ONLY
Double Feature
THE LADY SAYS NOV'
Starring Joan Caulfield and
David Niven
PLUS
The Cico Kid in
"SATAN'S CRADLE"

wrigammirer
adommimm
95 Drive In

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
"TROPIC ZONE"
In Technicolor
;tarring Ronald Reagan and
thonda Fleming

SUNDAY and MONDAY
"ISLAND OF DESIRE"
,
. in technicolor
;tarring Linda Darnell with
Tab Hunter and Donald
Gray
...AST SHOW OF SEASON

:asts Its Spell
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ith Ricardo Montalban,
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school," Charlotte apologized, like to feel warm toward your fellow man? But did anyone, really?
"Dull, isn't it, Tim?"
See, she congratulated herself. A Everybody itt this room, for instance, disliked almost everybody
again, good.
Then everyone began to work at else here. We're all hypocrites, exmaking the party go, and there cept Tim. In vino veletas. But the
was the usual pointless prattle. rest of us pretend. Emotional disMario s wile detailing the trouble honesty is the best policy if we
she nad getting a sitter, Norma want to win friends and keep jobs.
itemizifig what they'd had for Hide hate and fear and guilt, keee
Chnstmiut dinner at her mother's. it covered.
But the repressed feelings al.
Velora and Tim's wife comparing
symptorrui of the virus they'd both ways Oared up, eventually, didn't
they? King was right about that.
had.
A thick pall of cigaret smoke To wit, a glass smashed against
the wall. An ulcer. Or a murder.
settled over the too warm room.
Charlotte looked around the due
"How about that hypnotizing?"
CHAPTER ELEVEN
Dorothy asked Tim. "Hypnotize arrayed room. The once shining
glasses were smeared, their conCHARLOTTE went uptown, to me." She was eager.
Tim hiccuped at her. "You aren't tents flat and warm. The canapes
rothy's party.
enough," he said. "Van were picked over, and limp anchoShe sat on a black patent leather interesting
interesting enough, vies curled tip on dried toast. The
not
Camp's
Doronoting
fire,
the
by
assock
gay little napkins were crumpled
v's apartment. It wa.s over- Norma either."
"You'd be surprised," Norrna's and strewn about, their Merry
n ssed like Dorothy herself, who
here, Doro- Christmas message crushed. What
nee and intense, dithered about husband said. "Con
tell your fortune; we'll pathos, this party. What waster a jade green hostess gown. Yet thy,
people coining together but sitting
toy Charlotte saw a different show Tim." He did dexterous things
separate.
rothy. The Dorothy who fiad with the cards, and they all
The games were dying down;
&ion such pains with the decora- gathered around.
"Ilmmm, very interesting." he Dorothy's party was at low ebb
ons and the intricate canapes
Charlotte poked at the fire,
again.
ni the shining of silver wa.e • said. -1 see six men in your lifeand a log fell, scattering bright
'Oman essentially domestic who and an eleven-what's the eleven? sparks. She stared at the hot
Oh, yes, well, eleven children! But
ould have been • homemaker.
what's this-something sudden, poker, clutching it
Her party, however. wean';going unexpected. The death of someone.
Cummings has been get.
nil. There was uneasiness-the
One of the crOldren? No, one of time poison-pen letters."
and
peanut-paesing
(testing, the
Charlotte whirled around. It wag
the men. In Met, you're going to
garet-tapping, the pants-hiteh- kill him, and then you'll go on a Velora who had spoken, an odd
lint-pickand
hair-smoottung
S.
expression of elation on her face.
long journey."
Now you'll notice me, it seemed to
Silence swelled In the room.
Think I'm not interesting, do
say.
circle,
Charlotte mat outside the
"It's twenty after," Eric said.
everybody
That's - what
ways outside, apart., herself a "Did you ever notice, people al- you?
ippled shut-in.
ways stop talking for a minute at thinks- Pu.sh me around, ignore
me, think I'm just a sexless, aging
Everybody was there Mario. twenty after."
(taring • riotous new ClirlStmlIS "That reminds me of the Mur- automaton. But there are a few
IC, his quiet wife talking with der Genie," Dorothy put in. "Do things 1 could tell you; you'd be
im's quiet wife, and Tim already you know how to play the Mur- Surprised . .
Everyone tried looking at
ell on his way. Doodles and an der Game? A couple of people act
, credibly young escort. Norma and out a little scene of murder, with everyone else without seeming to.
kind of poison-pen letters,
"What
Cr nice husband. Valor' % Van lots of props and bits of business
mp, socially self-conscious.
-like pouring a glass of water, Miss Van Camp?" Eric asked
It was odd about Velora. The having a telephone conversation, quietly.
"Well, threats. Threats of exnatures weren't bad; they were naming names, picking up possible
,at. The figure was neat_ But murder weapons while talking. posure."
"How do you know?" Eric puronehow they were a face and Then suddenly - Murder! One
eure from which sex had simply drops dead!" A flush of excite- sued it. "Do they come to the ofen omitted. Almost certainly Ve- ment showed through Dorothy's fice? Do you read them?"
Bright red spots appeared on
ra would never have • man.
thick make-up. "The game is for
Yes, Eric, I see you across the the rest of us to see how accurate Veltman crepy neck. "I don't think
say any more," she said.
should
I
tom: I'm just pretending not to ver were as witnesses. Nobody re"After all, I'm his private secre"tire how you wait for me to members right_ Ever."
lie and speak to you. If I look
"'S • good game," Tim said. tary."
"1 don't think you sh ou Id
t You, I'm lost, The ice around "Too bad The King isn't here to
either," Mario said unexpectedly,
Y heart will start melting mesa- drop dead."
"Who's the villain?" Mario and he and Velure glowered at
Y. and I need It So stop being
each other.
•
'
, handsome in your new navy asked. "How about me?°
Dorothy, fussed and &fluster
lit, stop being so nice.
stroked his mustache menacingly.
"How about playing Who Am I again, got out the records, and
Suddenly Tim hurled his empty
lass against the dark green wall. Instead of who's the villain?" Eric everyone began to dance. Eric
it shattered in the startled si- suggested. "Or one of those nice came toward Charlotte, he reached
nce. "I always wanted to do wholesome kid games we used to out his hands-and she ran from
he enunciated carefully. play. I'm sort of superstitious; I the room, into Dorothy's ruffled
Sorry, Dorothy, buy you a new don't like to make a game of bedr000m. Like an idiot, she
thought
le. I got repressions, aggres- death."
She sat in front of the mirror,
We could always play Heavy,
ons: gotta get rid of them.
Tim's wife, on her hands and Heavy, What Hangs Over Your pretending to repair her make-up,
nees, began picking up the Pieces. Head, Charlotte thought_ That's a when Dorothy game in.
"Do you know, Cm snolmmY."
Norma leaped Into the breach. nice wholesome game, just ask me,
Charlotte said. "I think I've got to
Y husband can tell fortunes I play it all the time.
out in the air. Will you forgive
get
Eric
I.
Arn
They ill played Who
ahe' mid. "Do yote
h
saw to that with quiet compelling. me if I just slip out? I hate to
ave a pack, Dorothy?"
Who Am I? Charlotte thought. leave your gay party, but-"
"'Snothing," Tim said thickly.
"It's a horrible party," Dorothy
can hypnotize. L4ke to hypno-. "Weary of myself and sick of asking what I am and what I ought said. "I wish they'd all go hodile.
ee Charlotte but c ou I dn
The Hate Cummings Club. Me,
suldret let herself go, look, won't to be . . . " And there was the
t rierself get high. Wouldn't let hoop-tightening of her chest, the too. I hate him, too, do you hear?
hate him!" Iler bitter face
I
hostility
of
upsurge
lot If go ever. Charlotte wouldn't familiar
°
toward the whole roomful of frightened Charlotte.
nosh a glees againet a wall."
(To Be Conlissied)(
".1 always oL • in conduct in stupid people. What would It be
Xing Features SaisheatAo.--.loY Radon ago.= Sada& Diattiktilsd itt
6:49Yright. 1-942
SYNOPSIS
Per eats weren I the only things
t':,arlotte Mor.an ace coOy
rr for the Kingsley Cummings ad ...tot don. Thera was Iter mother,
an sway frogs her lather. and
•ben ahe wee it Cheekiese had
teeelry to Agfp her mother at
ETIC
..1 she desntd ()Pt
Has
.1 love with her Two other ern
s of -The king" hated her. And
all kept trying to tell bee some
Commtnits disrovers Charlotte
he game and makes
date to
Charlotte and her mother after
-..ng to help Charlott• to the hilt
ChltflOttl• and her mother rail on
c King" at his home Charlotte'•
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A SMILING former President Truman waves on leaving train in Independence. Mo.. on his arrival
from New York to make his nationwide broadcast on the Harry Dexter White case. Mrs Truman
(Internattonal Soundpholo)
bus:es herself giving their luggage a look-see.
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St-tiORELY YO'LL EXCHANGETHILT
VARMINT FO'
mizzuBLE
THISIBCD POUNDS°.
RED -BLOODED
MANHOOD.':'
es.

-Al'LIFE WIF HIM WOULD BE
MICILR-BUT-144 NW- H E'S
HEAVIER ff.- AN'AN DON'T
LiKE TO woRK

-SO, AN'LL MEANDER
AUDNG Ve IF THIS
VARM I NT, AN"
MARRY UP
WIF HIM-

B Al CapP
YO'GITS
ME,'10'
LUCKY Li1_
CRITTER!?
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Van Buren

ABIBIE an' SLATS
,
LOOM, CHARM BOY, IF YOU AND
MISS RICHWITCH WANT TO WANDER
ALL OVER THE BOUNDING BLUE EVERY
DAY, YOU'D BETTER GET ANOTHER Nr-1
HIRED HAND 70 HELP YOU
OUT DOCKING
THI5 TUB!

SHE'S A GIRL THAT NEEDS I
SOMEONE TO TALK TO REAL
BAD, SUE ...AND I GUESS
SHE SORTA COUNTS
ON MET'
LISTEN,'
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M

NT CAI YOU
BEAR HUG AND
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A BIG LQIN& KISS...TO LET
ME KNOW tH4T I'M NUMBER
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NATURE BOY'S
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Visitors Welcome
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Club News Activities
Weddings Locals

... Phone 55 or 1150-M
Jo Burkeen, Editor.
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PERSONALS

am.

STARTS
SUNDAY

CAPITOL

Mra.lialfraaa
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., Admission

'MARCH OF DIMES' BOY AT HOME

- - LAST TIMES TONIGHT
Allen "Rocky" Lane in
"BLACK HILLS AMBUSH"

.4._
Why Pay
MORE?

VARSITY

Now
• LAW AWAY

.

THE NEW
REMINGTON
egeaveitlit

Hanclles your correspondence
rd reports. Full 103 10 inch
writing. line. Handles paper up
to 11 inches 'tidal Conoco'
Feat:iredl Budget farms'
Try it, today'

LAST TIMES
TONIGHT

SAN
ANTONE

-

and MONDAY
JUT OF THE THUNDER AND
PLUNDER OF A NATION'S
MOST DANGEROUS DAYS!

RESERVES THE
FINEST WATCH
IN THE WO-RLD
Ill CHRISTMAS
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WAS FOUND
HOW FIRST GREENLEASE RANSOM BILL

stERiCA

SENATOR
,....,
LAP,'

504

LEDGER & TIMES
OFFICE SUPPLY
- DEPARTMENT

$308.000 Bobby Greenlease
HERE IS HOW & $20 bill of the missing
Mrs Henry J. Krauxer,
nurse,
A
found:
was
ransom money
she operates in Petoskey.
house
rooming
the
of
shown in doorway
21, (below right), and
Clark,Norman
to
cottage
Mich, rented a
tens and twenties
svatcieng
been
had
She
bill.
received the $20
Clark received the bill
since release of the serial numbers.
Wilson (below left), who
from filling station operator George
also was reported
$100 bill for him. A ransom bill
changed
route from St Louis ti
In Petersburg, ml, on main highway
(international Soundphoto,
Petoskey. The FBI following traces.
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College Church of Christ
104 N. 15th Street
Ernest Clevenger, Jr., Minister
9.45
Sunday Bible Study

FRAZEE, MELUG1N & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS

a

Automobile

Fire — Casualty

Telephon• 331

Gatlin Buildiss

Murray,

; Dale & Stubbtefield

Kentucky

olt Does Hake a Diffarance Who Writ.
Your immunises'.

PRESCRIPTION&

•EMEN11.;•11M61.18,=........••••enIS
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a
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••

Olt— SPACE

SCOTT DRUG STORE If!
Will Be Open This Sunday
your

.. Get the BEAUTY'.

. Get the BUY

•
GET

Age

•••

Drug, Prescription pnd Sundry Needs.
WE WILL BE CLOSFD from

Riley Furniture
510

11:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. for Church Hour
#41t

•

West Main

Street

*O4

tpplianee Co.
Telephone 587
•amimo••••••""°

•
-
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